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Isochrones and ageIsochrones and age

The brightness of 
the turn off 
depends from 
age.

The turn off is 
considered as a 
chronometer 
provided by 
stellar evolution



The age-metallicty relation of stellar clusters provides strong 
constraints on the formation of the Galaxy.

  Dotter et al. (2011) ApJ, 738, 74 

Age-metallicity relation and Galaxy formationAge-metallicity relation and Galaxy formation



It is based on the magnitude difference between the Main-Sequence 
Turn Off and the Horizontal Branch at the level of the RR Lyrae 
instability strip.

Courtesy S. Cassisi

Ages of stellar populations: Vertical methodAges of stellar populations: Vertical method



Ages of stellar populationsAges of stellar populations



Should we trust ages? 

These are reliable ages… if the
physics that describes 
 MS, RGB and HB is correct.  



White Dwarfs

– Are the evolutionary end stage of more than 95% of all stars.

– Are stellar core remnants  composed mostly of electron-
degenerate matter



– White dwarfs (WDs) 
are the final evolutionary 
state of stars with 
masses smaller than ~8-
10 Msun. 

– the core temperature of 8-10 
Msun stars fuses C but no Ne. 
Hence, a O-Mg-Ne WD may form. 

– Stars of very low mass will not 
be able to fuse helium, hence, a 
He WD may form.

 
  

                                    

White Dwarfs



– White dwarfs have a isothermal electron-degenerate core 
surrounded by non-degenerate envelope.

– The energy is provided by the  internal energy of the ions.

White dwarfs have no nuclear fuel and therefore the cool 
predictably with time.
 
  

                                    

White Dwarf structure:



White Dwarf structure:

– Because of the high conductivity of the electrons the core of 
the WDs is isothermal.

– The degenerate core, which includes ~99% of the mass, is 
surrounded by a thin non-degenerate envelope.  

– The degenerate layers act as reservoir of energy, 
while the outer layers control the energy outflow.

 
  

                                    



– White dwarfs have a very-small surface area to radiate their 
heat from, so they cool gradually, remaining hot for a long time.

– As a white dwarf cools, its surface temperature decreases, the 
radiation which it emits reddens, and its luminosity decreases 
(Mestel 1952).

 
  

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequence (WDCS)White Dwarfs cooling sequence (WDCS)



MESTEL LAW:
The cooling time, t, is related to the WD luminosity (L), WD mass 
(M), core atomic weight, A, envelope molecular weight μ 

 
  

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequence (WDCS)White Dwarfs cooling sequence (WDCS)



MESTEL LAW:
The cooling time, t, is related to the WD luminosity (L), WD mass 
(M), core atomic weight, A, envelope molecular weight μ 

 
  

                                    

White Dwarfs White Dwarfs 



The evolution of a white dwarf is a cooling process with a 
strong age-luminosity relations.  

                                    

Ages from the white Dwarfs cooling sequenceAges from the white Dwarfs cooling sequence

Simulated WD cooling sequences for simple stellar 
populations  with different ages (Hansen et al. 2007)



The evolution of a white dwarf is a cooling process with a 
strong age-luminosity relations.  

                                    

Simulated Luminosity function of WD cooling 
sequences for simple stellar populations  with different 
ages (Courtesy S. Cassisi)

Ages from the white Dwarfs cooling sequenceAges from the white Dwarfs cooling sequence



Comparison between the observed of WDCSs luminosity 
function of NGC6397 (dots) and the model corresponding to 
11.5 Gyr (histogram). Hansen et al. (2007).

observed simulated

WDCS age of NGC6397WDCS age of NGC6397



Observational Challenges:
WDs exhibit faint luminosities

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequenceWhite Dwarfs cooling sequence



Observational Challenges:

– WDs exhibit very faint 
luminosities

Ages from WDCSs can be 
Inferred for nearby clusters only 
(including few globular clusters).

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequenceWhite Dwarfs cooling sequence



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages

– The position of the MS 
turn off in the color-
magnitude diagram strongly 
depends on metallicity…



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages

NGC6397
Metal poor
[Fe/H]~-2.1

47 Tuc
Metal rich
[Fe/H]~-0.7



In contrast the position of the WDCS in the CMD does not 
depend on the metallicity  

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequenceWhite Dwarfs cooling sequence



In contrast the position of the 
WDCS in the CMD does not 
depend on the metallicity  

                                    

White Dwarfs cooling sequenceWhite Dwarfs cooling sequence



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages

Ages inferred from the WDCSs and on the MS turn off 
are based on different physics.

As a consequence, WDCSs are crucial to validate MS 
turn off ages.



Results indicate a rapid chemical enrichment in the inner Galaxy 
 and suggest prolonged GC formation in the outer halo.

The latter is consistent with the outer halo GCs forming in 
dwarf galaxies and later being accreted by the Milky Way.

Age-metallicity relation and Galaxy formationAge-metallicity relation and Galaxy formation

  Dotter et al. (2011) ApJ, 738, 74 



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages

The comparison between the WFCs reveals that 47 Tuc 
is ~2 Gyr younger than inferred for the metal-poor 
cluster NGC 6397. 

This provides quantitative evidence that metal-rich 
clusters like 47 Tucanae formed later than the metal-
poor halo clusters like NGC 6397.



WDCS ages vs. MS Turn off agesWDCS ages vs. MS Turn off ages

Ages inferred from the WDCSs and on the MS turn off 
are based on different physics.

As a consequence, WDCSs are crucial to validate MS 
turn off ages.



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...

NGC6791 is a ~8 Gyr old Galactic open cluster.
It does not exhibit evidence of multiple stellar populations... 



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...

NGC6791 is a ~8 Gyr old Galactic open cluster.
It does not exhibit evidence of multiple stellar populations... 

Bedin et al. 2008a



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...
The first deep luminosity function of the WDCS indicates
that NGC6791 is ~2.5 Gyr old, in sharp contrast with results 
obtained from the main-sequence turn off

Bedin et al. 2005



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...

Possible consequences: 
– Either the age inferred from MS turn-off or from WDCSs 
(or both) are wrong.

A major challenge for stellar evolution?  

Bedin et al. 2005



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...

Possible consequences: 
– Exotic population of Pure-Helium White Dwarfs



The strange case of NGC6791...The strange case of NGC6791...

Deeper data reveal that the White Dwarfs Cooling Sequence 
of NGC6791 exhibits two distinct peaks. 

                                                                    

          

        

observedsimulated

Bedin et al. 2009

A major challenge for stellar evolution?  


